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Consumer preference for 
grocery eCommerce has 
shifted
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Walmart surpasses 
Instacart as the top 
preferred retailer to 
check out at.

Build in flexibility at 
every stage of the 
shopping journey.

Purchase intent 
is highest for young 
couples without 
children.

Here are the latest grocery eCommerce findings for 
your 2022 marketing initiatives.



It’s not only important to be where your consumers are 
engaging, but also to include the retailers they prefer to check 
out at.

Currently, Walmart takes the lead as the top retailer of choice 
for grocery eCommerce shoppers on the MikMak Platform, with 
15.8 percent of shoppers preferring to check out there. Target 
and Amazon follow closely behind with 12.2 percent and 12.7 
percent respectively. Instacart, 2021’s top preferred retailer, 
comes in fourth at 9.3 percent.

Don’t forget to include local grocery stores in your retailer mix. 
Stores like Kroger, Fred Meyers, and Ralph’s combined make up 
over 43 percent of preferred check out destinations. 

Use a strategic mix of social 
commerce and 
programmatic ads
While Facebook and Instagram remain one of the staple channels 
for grocery eCommerce, driving 25 percent of shopping traffic, 
Google ads follow close behind with 21.3 percent. YouTube and 
Pinterest are also popular channels for grocery, driving 11.8 
percent and 9.7 percent of traffic, respectively.
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Who should be in your retailer mix?



What makes effective eCommerce ads?

Young couples without kids (now) 
buy groceries online  
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While households with 1-2 children see higher purchase intent than 

households with 3-4 children, it’s the childless young Millennial and 

adult Gen Z households that are most likely buying groceries online. 

What do many of the top performing grocery eCommerce  ads have in 

common? Let’s take a closer look and find out:

1. Bold, eye-catching creative that 
visually stands out

3. Flexible check out that allows 
shoppers to switch between in stores 
and online, different geolocations, 
and fulfillment options

2. Product first, showcasing both the 
product and its value right away

4. Don’t be afraid to try out different 
formats. Successful grocery brands in 
2021 have effectively used QR codes, 
OTT advertising, and livestream 
commerce to reach consumers.

Hot tip: Be quick and nimble with your creative. 
The world needs to be able to experience your 
brand and buy it. 



So you got the insights. Now what? 

Here’s a list to help you design and optimize your eCommerce marketing initiatives for 2022. 

1. Get the basics down. Are Facebook, Instagram, YouTube, and Pinterest part of your marketing 
mix? Do you have programmatic advertising in your eCommerce strategy? Are Amazon, Target, and 
Walmart in your check out options? 

2. Develop more nuanced insights for consumer relevance. Which grocery stores and specialty 
stores are your shoppers at? Which channels are part of their shopping journey? Add the channels 
and retailers that resonate with your consumers to the mix. Can this expand to new formats like 
livestream commerce and OTT commerce?

3. Explore growth opportunities. Check your performance against category (and subcategory!) 
benchmarks to see how you stack up against the competition. Gain a deeper understanding of your 
consumers (ie. young couples without children) and A/B test creative and messaging to see if 
purchase intent increases. This is a demographic characteristic that may change over time. Make 
sure you are tracking via Shopper Intelligence!

Want to learn more? MikMak can help you get started!

Your eCommerce marketing checklist
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https://www.mikmak.com/schedule-a-demo


All data and insights from Category 
Benchmark Reports are sourced 
from the MikMak Shopping Index

The MikMak Shopping Index was developed to provide a 

standardized set of metrics, methodology, and benchmarks to help 

drive brands’ business results and strategy.  It is a collection of key 

eCommerce KPIs collected across hundreds of brands and over 250 

channels and over 2000 retailer integrations to understand 

consumer online shopping behavior. The Index also includes data 

from MikMak Shopper Intelligence, which ties first-party 

eCommerce data to 1000+ of demographic and psychographic data 

points, and can be segmented by product, retailer, and more. 

Shopper Intelligence is available through an industry exclusive 

partnership with LiveRamp.   

All data in this report is from 8/31/2021 to 1/31/2022.

Let’s chat!
Want to get even more tactical? 
Looking for a different category? 

Contact marketing@mikmak.com!

mailto:marketing@mikmak.com

